
Skyline Envoy® Accessories 

 

   

Benches -The Envoy bench is meant for seating, but also offers storage space within the wooden base 

accessed from the bench top. The bench base is made of wood with a laminated surface. A black or dye 

sub printed cushion for the bench is available. 

Lit Ceiling – The 46” and 69” Arch lit ceiling panel assemblies are offered with the same 3 versions as the 
light header; a 120V 35watt option, a 50Watt MR16 12V Domestic and International option.  

 

Light header – There are 3 versions of the light header; a 120V 35watt 

option, a 50Watt MR16 12V Domestic and International option. This is 

available in both round corner and 90 degree corner versions. 

Shelves - laminate 46” and 69” laminate shelves can be designed 

with a lift off top that then allows for power strips cords, etc. to be 

hidden inside the shelf or with a permanently applied top. Shelves 

are available in numerous laminate options. A freestanding single 

4'x8' Envoy panel can hold up to 50lbs per side or 25lbs per shelf. 

Counters - Multiple semi-secure lockable style cabinets are 

available in a full or counter style. 

 

 



Light Box - The 46” x 46” and 46” x 92” kiosks can be used as a single-sided, or double-sided light box. 

 

Arm Light – Arm lights can be attached to hang off the side of a top extrusion, or mounted on an angled 

extrusion. 

  

Track shelves and LED lit shelves - Lightweight 9” depth frosted acrylic display shelves are held in an 

aluminum track system. Since the transformer and remote color controller can light up to 4 shelves, a 

Main, and Add-On package are available in both sizes. Track shelving can hold up to 15lbs.  

Track Merchandising – Literature rack and tablet mount for ipads are available. Items for merchandising 

include: blister pack hooks, graphic stand-offs, hang bar, and waterfall brackets. 

Monitor mounts - Monitors up to 50lbs can be mounted on each side of the Envoy frame. The second 

monitor can be attached on the back by adding monitor mount assembly. It uses VESA standard 

(includes 75X75mm, 100X100mm, and 100X200mm hole patterns)– larger monitors may use a hole 

pattern in 200mm increments (200X200mm). These monitors will require a custom adaptor. 

    

 

 

 

 



Hardware Integration 

 

 


